SPRING 2015 WRITING CONTEST WINNERS

**James F. Parker Prize in Fiction**

Bruno Barbosa, “An Offering to lemanjá”
*Pooja Desai, “Boundless”
John Flynn, “One of Those Days…”
Remy Klein, “Goddamn You”

**James F. Parker Prize in Poetry**

Maritza De La Peña, “The House I Saw in Johnson City, Texas”
*Quinn Gifford, “Shortcut Southern Gothic”
Colin Vanderburg, “How I Got Over”

**James F. Parker Prize in Literary Criticism**

Aza Pace, “Rewriting Myth in The Voyage Out”
*Colin Vanderburg, “The Uncreated Artist: Stephen and the Sacred in Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man”

**Ellen Engler Burks Memorial Scholarship for Creative Writing**

*Kazia “Birdie” Zepeda, “This is How You Leave Him”

**Fania Kruger Fellowship in Writing**

Pooja Desai, “Halfway Out”
*Remy Klein, “Dogs on the Surface of the Sun”
Travis McDonald, “Sad With the Years”

*First Prize